Fire Setting Statistics

Between 2007 and 2011, an average of 49,300 fires involving playing with fire were reported to U.S. municipal fire departments per year.

Juvenile Fire setting has been identified as the fastest growing fire threat in the United States. Annual statistics show that children setting fires result in:

- 67,500 fires
- 230 deaths
- 1,800 injuries
- $235 million in property damage

In case of Fire or Emergency

DIAL 911

To make a referral to the FYRE Program,
Please call 607-737-5582
And ask to speak with the FYRE program coordinator

Chemung County
Children's Integrated Services
414 Davis street
PO Box 588
Elmira, NY 14903
Phone: 607-737-5582
Fax: 607-737-5563
FIRE SAFETY TIPS

- In an emergency, leave home immediately.
- Never leave your kitchen stove unattended.
- Keep flammable materials in a safe place.
- Create and practice a fire escape plan.
- Check smoke alarms often.

PROGRAM PROCESS

FRE

Check first, then complete the assessment.

Assessment is based on a family's level of need and risk.
After the assessment is completed, a referral is made with the program.
A referral made to the FRE program.

Resources and services provided by the FRE program.

All children, any age, can benefit from these programs.

The FRE program provides access to all.

An emergency plan is needed.
Exits in multiple locations is crucial.
Involves the family and the safety of each member.

WHAT IS THE FIRE SAFETY?